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INNOVATION AND EASE OF DOING BUSINESS PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE

1.

ITEM NUMBER:

2.
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CORE APPLICATIONS REVIEW (CAR)

3.

NOTE
The Line Department to conduct a presentation on the Core Applications Review
(CAR) to the Innovation and Ease of Doing Business Portfolio Committee

INNOVATION AND EASE OF DOING BUSINESS
PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE MEETING
11 May 2022
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Purpose of this session and creating personal value

The purpose of this session

Purpose:
To update the Innovation and Ease of Doing
Business Portfolio Committee members on the
City’s two largest Capex Programmes – Core
Application Refresh (CAR) and Broadband
(BIP) programmes as well as IS&T Digital
Insights.

Contextualising the City’s Digital Journey
The City’s 20 year Digital Journey

Objective:
To equip the Innovation and Ease of Doing
Business Portfolio Committee members with
the necessary information about CAR, BIP
and the City’s Digital Strategy Insights, to
enable members to have awareness, buy-in
and effectively play an oversight for these
key investments for the City.
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Core Application
Refresh (CAR)
Omeshnee Naidoo & Kelly Searle-Smith
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Digital Maturity

Globally cities are under pressure to achieve better citizen outcomes
The last 20 years have yielded much success in moving the City’s Digital
Maturity dial into ‘Basic’, current Capital projects put the City in a leading
position to establish a sound trajectory for the future digital journey.

Embrace the Digital Age and
create a digital default

4 Digitally Transformed City
1 Survival

Low Livability, Workability
and Sustainability

• Service design is built on minimal

Urban Infrastructure
• Mismatch between demand and
supply of services and designed
based on capabilities
• Siloed, reactive and adhoc
investments in ICT and capability
development
• Data is sector/service owned and
seldom shared leveraged across city

Coordinated City Strategy

Limited Linkages

• Shift from capability driven service
approach to demand based

• Cross departmental aspirations to

collaborate with tangible plans and
actions
• Stakeholders are evaluating siloed
investments in smart technologies and
impacts to service delivery
• Shared city-wide technology
architectures are developed to enable
limited set of services

• Physical infrastructure geared towards
improving urban living and economy
• Multi-modal transit options including
new and emerging modes (micromobility, shared mobility)
• Enhanced Resilience measures
• Advanced and global innovation,
research and jobs
• Transparency in city priorities driving
improved quality of life
• Sustainable funding and financing

Developing Stage

Reactive Stage

Port au Prince

3 Advanced

2 Basic
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• Citizen centric services and
coordinated delivery

• Smart infrastructure that enables future

of urban living (future of mobility i.e.
eVOTL)
• Agility to adopt emerging technology
• Ubiquitous network connectivity and
security to enable Smart Infrastructure
• Virtual access to social facilities such as
healthcare, education and
entertainment
• Fully connected mobility options
• Pedestrian and micro mobility options
• Concentration on renewables, eco
friendly consumption, sustainability and
resilience

Proactive Stage

Pune

Cape Town

High Livability, Workability and
Sustainability

Singapore

London

The Road to Digital Transformation: 20 Year Journey
2010

2000

2020

2019

2018

2022

Information Systems & Technology
•
•
•
•
•

Business Capability Model
Target Operating Model
Architecture - As-Is and To-Be
Core and Edge Applications
Finance Model
CAR Ph 2

Broadband Infrastructure Programme
Broadband Infrastructure Programme
Review

IT Sector Plan
Employee
Experience

2002:

ICT Achiever’s
Award:
e-Government

2003:

Computer World
Honor's 21 Century
Achievement Award
(for SAP – ERP
Programme)

Ph 2

Future of Work Strategy

Non-core Applications

•
•
•
•

2003:

Bill and Melinda Gate
Access to Learning
Award for Smart
Cape

Draft Ph1

Employee Experience report

Digital City Work Group

2013:

City receives ESRI Special
Achievement GIS Award

BIP Review
Draft

Energy
Environment
Facilities
Fleet

•
•
•
•

Human Settlements
Transport
Waste
Water

Other Sector Plan Projects
Citizen Experience
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Citizen Experience
Industry Trends

Citizens

Accolades

Corporate

Integrated Telecoms Optimization
Project

Other
Directorates

Projects

Core Application Review

Why Change?

Shocks and Stresses: The City Drought and Covid 19

pandemic resulted in the Resilience Strategy and FoW strategy
which is underpinned by IT enablement requirements. Building
for Recovery forces and spurs innovation in order to become a
‘Future Fit City’

IT Enabled Change

ERP, Productivity Systems & GIS - A necessity NOT a Luxury: To
Ensure that the City does not come to a stand-still or face
reputational damage due to 20-year old systems reaching end of
life.

4IR and Industry 4.0: The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR)

The Essential 8 Technologies: Transformation is required

but it is more than just the technology,
the changes necessitate transformational change beyond
just technology - the essential technologies become
enablers of transformational change and not the
objective in themselves.

Artificial
Intelligence

Augmented
Reality

Robotics

Blockchain

Virtual Reality

3D printing

Internet of
Things

Drones
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Lessons Learnt from Crisis…
We’re more resilient when we work
together (Transversality and IT enabling
Transversal change)

Adversity spurs innovation

IT Led Digital Modernisation

increases the pace of technological change at a
revolutionary pace which is rapid, disruptive, forcing the City to
keep up and embrace technological trends.

The global economy is projected to grow at record
speed… but the recovery will be uneven across
sectors, countries and income levels;

Data & Digital is the way

Leaders must be bold & transparent
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Enabling your vision

How technology, new ways of working and new behaviours are
going to enable your vision

CAR Journey (2018 to current): Core Application Review  Refresh
We are
here

CAR High Level Journey
2018

Mar 2019

EMT
Directive
for IT
Review

Nov 2019

ScopingReview:
and Feasibility
Scoping

Refresh: Scoping and
Feasibility

and Feasibility

MAYCO
Approval

I

II
CAR Phase I
✔ Assess and define tech
transformation

Jan 2021

May 2020

Detailed Design &
Execution

Council
Approval

III

V

IV

CAR Phase II
✔ 10 Year Roadmap for the CAR Implementation Journey
(identifying and clarifying business needs)
✔ Stakeholder Engagements to enable council approval
of the implementation of the recommendations made in
CAR II

As per SCM and Legal opinions, the CAR tenders will all go out to open market to ensure
open and fair procurement processes are adhered to at all times. SITA will be consulted
for all tenders over R50m and engagement will continue if they have a tender in place
that can assist the City, and/or if they have a suitable fit solution / service.
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April 2022

CAR Programme
• Feasibility Stage Gate
Approved - Dec 2020
• Establish CAR Unit in
preparation for the CAR
tenders, technology
transformation and
implementation – Mar 2021

Conceptual Design
Stage Gate - PASSED

Detailed Design
• Translating Business
Requirements into
Technical
Specifications
• Approving and
releasing tenders to
the open market
(BSC, BEC, BAC etc.)

Revised CAR
Roadmap ontrack

CAR Programme Objectives
Purpose, Vision, Mission

The CAR Programme Unit has been established to provide a human-centred
approach to programme and project management, setting direction and
providing governance support across the CAR Programme to ensure successful
delivery of the City’s CAR Programme agenda.

To lead the City’s Digital Transformation Programme to success, to achieve the
City’s goal to become the ‘most Digital City in Africa’.

The CAR Mission is to ‘leverage technology for progress’ across the City,
empowering a digitally enabled workforce that is equipped to deliver improved
service delivery to the citizen.
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CAR Benefits for the City of Cape Town – Goal Alignment
Let’s Secure Cape Town’s Future!
1)

End Load Shedding in Cape Town

2)

Make Cape Town Safer by training and displaying hundreds
of additional law enforcement officers

3)

Create new jobs by making Cape Town the easiest place to
do business in Africa

4)

Make public transport work by fighting for control over
railways and funding to expand MyCiti

5)

Do the basics better and take service delivery into the digital
age so that every Capetonian can live a life of dignity

6)

The CAR Programme was previously
closely aligned to the strategic pillar
of being a Well-run City, as this
digitisation and technology
enablement programme will
improve service delivery to the
Citizens of Cape Town, through the
enablement of staff to be more
effective and responsive based on
citizen needs.

As per the Mayor’s Top 7 Goals, the CAR Programme will first and
foremost address #5 – “Do the basics better and take service
delivery into the digital age, so that every Capetonian can live a
life of dignity”.
• A secondary goal that will also be addressed via CAR will be #3 –“Creating
new jobs and making Cape Town the easiest place to do business in Africa”.
o

Release state-owned land to the private sector to deliver
more affordable housing for Capetonian

7)

Clean up Cape Town’s public spaces, streets and waterways

o
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IS&T and CAR will contribute to the employment value chain over the next 10 years via the
provision of implementing systems and processes such as HCM recruitment and talent
management systems to better attract and retain talent at the City. This will further enable
Directorates with the right systems to provide opportunities for skills development and
employment within the Directorates across various fields. Updated digital technologies and
systems will also be a key attraction point for new joiners and job seekers. CAR will also
support an internship programme over the next 10-years.
Furthermore, the Foundational, Core and Edge Technologies being implemented
will help make engaging with the City easier, as a citizen and/or service provider
or supplier, that will promote ease of doing business and overall citizen satisfaction.

Where are we now |Governance CPPPM

Scoping, feasibility and Conceptual Design phases were completed and approved by Council. CAR Programme is now
in the Detailed Design phase.
Phases

Preparatory

CAR Phase 1

Artefacts
●
●

Strategic core applications roadmap
○ Addressing burning platforms (case for change)
Financial and Operating Model implications

●
●
●
●

Business Capability Model mapping strategic requirements
Architecture & Infrastructure Roadmap
IT Target Operating Model
Financial Model

●
●
●
●
●
●

Establish CAR Programme Unit (including Governance)
Programme Plans & Schedule
Regulatory & Compliance requirements identified & tracked
Project Plans and Schedules
Execute pre tender activities (stage gate process)
Business process re-engineering (Business) determine
requirements, gap analysis

●
●
●

Design and build technical specifications
Tender specifications (Detailed Business Requirements)
Tender evaluation criteria

●
●
●

Detailed implementation plans
Enterprise change readiness
Rollout

Feasibility

xxx

Level of
detail

Scoping

Preparatory work
(incl. Programme
Mobilisation)

xxx

We are
here
Implementation

CAR Phase 2

Council
APPROVED

Conceptual Design &
Screening

Programme

Detailed Design
Execution, Commission and
Close out, Review

Project

Tenders
Implementation
& Go live
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CAR Success Stories to date
CAR Unit established and
stabilised



Evolution of the CAR
Roadmap as a result of
detailed scoping and
project planning

CAR Unit successfully mobilised
effective 1 Nov 2020 –
transitioned from mostly
consulting model to now a
balanced mix of City staff,
secondments and FTCs and
only supported by Consultants
where there are gaps and skill
shortages

CAR Tenders Update



ALL CAR Tenders
realigned with the MFMA
S33 tender timelines



Tenders re-evaluated and
re-assessed in terms of
synergies and
interdependencies



Foundational tenders
reduced to four only



Digital Transformation Journey –
Roadmap reviewed, revised
and refreshed





Programme & Project
Management Dashboards,
Health Checks and Reporting
templates and cadences
established

Two Foundational tenders
released to open market
in 2021 (ILM – 26th Nov and
Integration – 17th Dec)



One Foundational tender
(RM&DM) on-track for
release by June 2022 and
one placed on-hold until
April-2023 (ITSM)



Established Governance,
Compliance & Audits



Enablement of Tender
Compliance (including SCM &
Legal Support)



Change Management,
Stakeholder Engagement and
Communications
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Productivity Tender
brought earlier by 1 year,
due to operational
burning platform



Edge Projects kicked off
as scheduled in early 2022

Stakeholder
Engagement,
Communications &
Change Management



Senior Stakeholder
engaged: Mayor, City
Manager, ED: Corporate
Services (Sponsor),
Director: IS&T (Owner),
MAYCO, Council.



EMT, CSPC and MAYCO
Caucus all engaged in
2021 and scheduled for
further engagement in
2022 as follows: CSPC Bi-Annual – Apr & Oct,
MAYCO/ Council –
Annual – June/July



EMT: 3 CAR Steering
Committees held with 4th
scheduled for May 2022



Engagements with Mayor
held in Jan 2022, with
quarterly updates



CAR Newsletter to be
distributed more broadly
– Top 300; from June 2022



Launch of CAR Intranet
site and CAR video

Broadband
Infrastructure
Programme
Omeshnee Naidoo & Thomas Bosman

What is “broadband”?

•

“Broadband” is a telecommunications term which captures the idea of high speed data
communications. Broadband is usually associated with the Internet, but it can apply to
any digital communications network.

•

A broadband network has three conceptual parts:

This is the intangible data
(packets of ones and zeros) that
we experience as emails,
telephone calls and videos.

Services Layer

This physically consists of active
equipment- switches and routers/
These produce a non-physical
network that can carry data.

Network Layer

This is made of physical passive
assets- essentially optic fibre
cables, switching facilities and
masts.

Infrastructure Layer
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The City’s investment in Broadband Infrastructure
The City’s Broadband Infrastructure Programme (BIP) is focused on investment,
ownership and operation of the infrastructure layer

Cable Ducts
Optical Fibre
Cables

Switching Facilities

Optical Fibre Cable routes in Cape
Town, July 2021

Manholes

Masts and other
high-sites
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History of the BIP
Project Mandate, as approved by Council, May 2021
2010 - 2012

•
•
•
•
•
•

Project motivate by
high costs and low
bandwidth
Broadband needed for
SAP and GIS
First cables laid for 2010
FIFA World Cup
182 km of fibre built
82 buildings
connections including
Civic Centre and most
large admin buildings
to City’s data centres

We are
here

2014 – 2018

•
•
•
•
•
•

935 km of fibre built
100Mbps to 1Gbps
connections
215 CCT sites (+ WCG
and other sites; total 556
buildings)
Public Internet Access
using Wi-Fi enabled
Robust network which
has served the City well
during the Pandemic
Revenue from WCG and
tariffs

2021 - 2031

2018 - 2021

•
•
•
•
•

Build pause August 2018
Corporate Services Review;
Optimisation Programme
conceived.
Feasibility and Conceptual
Design CGRC approved
‘Option 2’ – refocus on fibre
asset
Detailed Design and new
Business plan approved by
Council May 2021

•
•
•
•
•

Execution – ten year
programme of new fibre
build, remediation, and
new business model
New Build Plan generated
– connect remaining 615
sites
New Governance
structures put in place
Outsource network
services to Carrier Network
Service Provider (CNSP)
Establish new Broadband
Services Branch

Optimise the cost and

Create and maintain

Generate revenue by leasing

Optimise the costs of building

complexity of meeting the

municipal communications

spare infrastructure capacity

and operating the City’s

City’s telecommunications

infrastructure by:

to external parties using a

telecommunications

needs

* Connecting municipal

wholesale "open access"

infrastructure by consolidating

model

the passive network operations

sites; and
* Utilising infrastructure

– “One City – One Network”.

capacity to support
administration and service
delivery
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What is the City’s Broadband Network used for?
•
•

The City’s Broadband Network is created by the active network equipment in the
switching facilities, which sends signals over the optic fibre cables
The network is used for:

The Broadband
Infrastructure and
the City’s
networks are
fundamental to the
City’s operations
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BIP Benefits for the City of Cape Town – Goal Alignment
Let’s Secure Cape Town’s Future!
1) End Load Shedding in Cape Town
2) Make Cape Town Safer by training and displaying
hundreds of additional law enforcement officers
3) Create new jobs by making Cape Town the easiest place

The BIP Programme was
previously closely
aligned to the strategic
pillar of being a
Inclusive and Well-run
City, as focus is to
provide Broadband
services across the City.

to do business in Africa
4) Make public transport work by fighting for control over
railways and funding to expand MyCiTi
5) Do the basics better and take service delivery into the
digital age so that every Capetonian can live a life of
dignity
6) Release state-owned land to the private sector to deliver
more affordable housing for Capetonian
7) Clean up Cape Town’s public spaces, streets and
waterways

• Doing the basics of service delivery better requires efficient
digital systems and communication, underpinned by
broadband
• Effective delivery of municipal services is essential business
investment, growth and jobs. Digital transformation improves
the efficiency of service delivery, and is underpinned by
broadband connectivity
• Broadband plays an important role in communications used by
the Municipal Police and Law Enforcement
• Broadband connects SSU cameras, and can connect many
more
• Broadband connects the MyCiTi bus stations and depots, and
can do more to support operations and communications
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What broadband is not …
1.

The City’s Broadband Infrastructure connects City buildings and other facilities – it is not designed to connect
residents and businesses

–

Residents and businesses can benefit from the expansion of broadband services by commercial
operators which lease fibre pairs from the Sales Partner, for their own commercial use

2.

The City’s investment expenditure is on passive assets (the “water pipes”), not the equipment that creates and
sustains the network layer

–

The services that run over the network layer, such as email, SAP, GIS and others, will continue to be run
by the City

3.

The City’s networks connect the City’s staff and systems to each other – it’s not primarily to connect staff to the
Internet

–

Some of the City’s networks are connected to the Internet (for example, the Corporate Network, and
the Wi-Fi systems open to the public), but this is not their main purpose. Most network traffic remains
within the City’s systems

4.

The Broadband Project is not an investment in Wi-Fi

–

Wi-Fi is a short range wireless technology to connect users’ devices to networks; the City installs Wi-Fi in
buildings for use by staff, and in libraries and clinics for use by the public. Public internet access using
Wi-Fi is not a funded project, but a business plan is being developed for approval and funding
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Digital Insights
Omeshnee Naidoo

IS&T Strategy on a Page
DRIVEN TOP DOWN
FROM NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

Integrated Development Plans
“Mayor’s 7 Goals”

IDP:
• Approved 5 year
plan.
• Revised / updated
with new term of
office coming in.

Corporate
Services
Business Plan

IS&T Business
Plan

IT Operating
Model Review
Broadband
Programme

Directorates
Sector Plans

Core Application
Refresh

Digital
Strategy
(draft)

IS&T Sector
Plans

VISION WHERE WE
ASPIRE TO BE 20-50
YRS FROM NOW

Digital City Report
(tbc)

IS&T Short Term Strategy [1-5yrs]

IS&T Medium - Long Term Strategy [1-10 yrs]

IS&T Long Term Strategy [20+
Yrs]

Statutory Focused; IDP goals

Embedding Good Governance for Future for next 10
yrs

Digital Vision beyond 2040

IS&T Business Plan:
• Updated Annually &
aligned to Corporate
Business Plan.
• Gives a 2 year view.
• Aligned with SDBIP’s
and IST is comfortable
with this FY SDBIP KPI’s.
• Planned to be updated
and signed off by Jan
2022.

BIP:
• Focus on rollout of
connectivity & access.
• Currently in execution
phase of 10 year
programme.

CAR:
• CAR Phase 1: IT
Operating Model was
completed.
• Refresh of IST Core
Systems
• Implementations over
10 YRS until 2030.

CCT Sector Plans:
• 10 year view, that
driven by CCT Strategy
Depart.
• Build up an
Infrastructure & Capital
Expenditure View of the
city.
• Assists with prioritisation
of these Capital
Programmes across
CCT.
• Currently 1st draft
complete

IS&T Sector Plans:
• IST Focused on CAR &
BIP.
• Taking all the
requirements from other
directorate’s digital
needs.
• It’s a 10 YR Budget Plan
with a 20 YR Vision Point
of View.

Draft Future
Digital
Technology
Strategic
Options Plan

Digital Strategy / Smart
Ctiy Strategy:
• Currently in draft
(unapproved), provides
for both Internal &
External view of how
CCT (& IST) enables its
citizens digitally.
• Currently thinking: NOT
IS&T owned strategy.

Digital Cities,
globally:
The story so far
Although ‘digital’ technology has been around for generations, in the last
decade or so, several trends have collided at once :
●
Increased internet access and usage (38 million internet users in SA in
Jan 2021 – approx. 64%)
●
Access to consumers and citizens via smartphone (about 22 million
people in South Africa use a smartphone, which accounts for about
one third of the country’s population)
●
An alignment of hardware and software standards
●
A willingness to share open data and open source technology
These trends have made barriers to entry lower which has, in turn,
transformed the technology world from one of big, corporate IT and
engineering firms, to a jungle of college-dorm room start-ups and ‘unicorns’.
This is good news for cities in two ways:
●
First, because many of the most exciting new solutions have the
potential to solve big, longstanding urban problems like housing,
transport and resource scarcity
●
Second, because such commoditisation means increased speciality
and better value for money – in short, less supplier power
But the scale of change will bring both threats and opportunities to cities
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Therefore, transformation is required but it is more than just the technology

The changes necessitate transformational change beyond just technology - the essential technologies become enablers of
transformational change and not the objective in themselves

The Essential 8 Technologies

Enablers of Transformational Change
Reimagine your place in the world, instead of focusing on digitizing what you
already do. Organisations that transform for success in the digital age define their

Artificial
Intelligence

Augmented
Reality

reason for being in terms of the bold value they create for their customers and
citizens, and why.
Create value through ecosystems, rather than trying to do it all alone. Successful

Internet of
Things

Robotics

organisations in the digital age recognise that the way to remain relevant comes
from working together with an ecosystem of players in order to deliver the ambitious
outcomes.

Blockchain

Drones

Re-imagine your organisation to enable a new model of value creation, rather than
asking people to work in new ways within the confines of the old organisational
model. Winners put in place outcome-oriented teams tasked with collaborating
across the organization and work with their ecosystem partners to deliver the

Virtual
Reality

3D printing

differentiating (and often cross-functional) capabilities they need to win.
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How do we shift our Digital Maturity from Basic to Advanced
Phase
Existing project such as CAR and BIP should see the City move up the
Digital Maturity Scale to early stages of the Advanced Level over the

Embrace the Digital Age
and create a digital default

next 5 – 10 years and provides a solid base – this also provides an
opportunity for us to leapfrog to Digitally Transformed levels.

1 Survival

Low Livability, Workability and Sustainability

Middleware
framework that
provides the
required technical
capability for ease
of function ‘plug &
play’ future
required
applications.

ILM: Individual
Access
Management
(IAM-solve
customer issue
through the
ability to
access key
data, which has
data privacy
settings.

Reactive Stage

High Liveability, Workability and Sustainability

Coordinated City Strategy

Limited Linkages

The RMDM
system will
house
information that
will be required
to enable
“RPA” or “AI”

4 Digitally Transformed City

3 Advanced

2 Basic

HCM - enhance eLearning through
Virtual and
Augmented Reality
Experiences.

SCM - Creating the
spaces for trade &
entrepreneurship to
enable future
capabilities for the
City – invest in our
communities.

Enhanced recruitment
and onboarding
functionality that
Enables diversity and
provides ease of use
inclusion in
and accessibility
procurement
through built in
practices through
elements such as AI
access, e.g. online
and Robotics.
applications.
Developing Stage

BIP – connect every
City building to the
broadband network
Support and enable
new CORE
applications
Connect smart
devices of all kinds
Generate big data
for advanced
analytics

Link the City, its
residents and
business in a single
digital ecosystem
that delivers services
effectively and
creates a safe,
inclusive environment
for economic growth

Proactive Stage
Singapore
London

Port au Prince

Cape Town

Pune
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How do we shift our Digital Maturity from Advanced to Digitally
Transformed Phase
Becoming a Digitally Transformed City requires a 3 legged
base - The City needs all three aspects of this framework otherwise there will be no transformation, mere
optimisation.

Embrace the
Digital Age and
create a digital
default

1 Survival

Low Livability, Workability and Sustainability

North Star
/νoρθ σταρ/, noun

See also: guide, vision, strategy, direction, plan

Without it - the execution lacks coherence
and ambition

Culture
/kʌltʃə/ noun, plural noun

3 Advanced

2 Basic

Coordinated City Strategy

Limited Linkages

Innovation

High Liveability, Workability and Sustainability

Reimagine your place in the world based on a citizen
centric systematic change to how the City could
operate
Put in place outcome-oriented teams with the right
mindset tasked with collaborating across the City
(Business & IT)

If you take away one leg, the
whole stool falls down. The City
would deliver incremental change
and stay routed in optimisation
but would not make the leap to
becoming a Future City

See also: values, behaviours, identity, morale, collaboration,
engagement, ethos

Without it - no one will work together or
take the calculated risks required

4 Digitally Transformed City

Implement a mechanism to accelerate technology-based
innovation. Create value through ecosystems, rather than
trying to do it all alone

/ɪnəveɪt/, verb (innovate)

See also: enhancement, problem-solving, disruption, ideation, invention,
new, fresh [Antonym: inertia]

Without it - technologies will be obsolete by
the time they are implemented and scaled

Reactive Stage

Developing Stage

Proactive Stage
Singapore
London

Port au Prince
Pune

Cape Town
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Becoming a Digitally
Transformed City requires
a 3 legged base
The City needs all three aspects of this framework
- otherwise there will be no transformation, mere
optimisation

North Star
/νoρθ σταρ/, noun

See also: guide, vision, strategy, direction, plan

Without it - the execution lacks
coherence and ambition

Culture

/kʌltʃə/ noun, plural noun

See also: values, behaviours, identity, morale,
collaboration, engagement, ethos

Without it - no one will work together
or take the calculated risks required

Innovation
/ɪnəveɪt/, verb (innovate)

See also: enhancement, problem-solving, disruption,
ideation, invention, new, fresh [Antonym: inertia]

Without it - technologies will be
obsolete by the time they are
implemented and scaled

Reimagine your place in the world
based on a citizen centric
systematic change to how the
City could operate

North Star

Transformational
Change

Put in place outcome-oriented
teams with the right mindset
tasked with collaborating across
the City (Business & IT)

Implement a mechanism to
accelerate technology-based
innovation. Create value through
ecosystems, rather than trying to
do it all alone

If you take away one leg, the whole stool falls down. The City
would deliver incremental change and stay routed in optimisation
but would not make the leap to becoming a Future City
27

Moving the way Forward
Continued Support CAR and BIP
Essential to keeping the lights on and furthering our
digital maturity to advanced stage in next 5-10yrs and
Digitally transformed over the next 20yrs. This is
foundational to any further Digital requirements /
aspirations.
Digital Strategy: Being Clear, Intentional and Focused
The benefits of a digital strategy to cities and citizens are
huge and form the basis of any Digital City business
case.
Spend and Aspirations
Determination on how far forward you want to push the
City Digitally and how much you would like spend?
What other asks you would like to explore so that those
may be prioritized in relation to Embracing the Digital
Age and create a digital default.
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Digital Transformation

Digital
Transformation
Link
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Thank You

